We present a new connection between self-adjusting binary search trees (BSTs) and heaps, two fundamental, extensively studied, and practically relevant families of data structures (Allen, Munro, 1978; Sleator, Tarjan, 1983; Fredman, Sedgewick, Sleator, Tarjan, 1986; Wilber, 1989; . Roughly speaking, we map an arbitrary heap algorithm within a broad and natural model, to a corresponding BST algorithm with the same cost on a dual sequence of operations (i.e. the same sequence with the roles of time and key-space switched). This is the first general transformation between the two families of data structures.
INTRODUCTION
We revisit 1 two popular families of comparison-based data structures that implement the fundamental dictionary and priority queue abstract data types. A dictionary stores a set of keys from an ordered universe, supporting the operations search, insert, and delete. A priority queue stores a set of keys from an ordered universe (often referred to as priorities), with typical operations such as finding and deleting the minimum key ("extract-min"), inserting a new key, decreasing a given key, and merging two priority queues. The fact that efficient search is not required allows priority queues to perform some operations faster than dictionaries.
Perhaps the best known and most natural implementations of dictionaries and priority queues are binary search trees (BSTs), respectively, multiary heaps. In both cases, a key is associated to each node of the underlying tree structure, according to the standard in-order, respectively, (min-)heap order conditions. Both structures need, in order to remain efficient over the long term, an occasional re-structuring. In BSTs, the costs of the main operations are proportional to the depths of the affected nodes, the goal is therefore to keep the tree reasonably balanced. For heaps, the desired structure is, in some sense, the opposite; the crucial extractmin operations are easiest to perform if the heap is fully sorted, i.e. if it is a path. The design and analysis of efficient algorithms for heap-and BST maintenance continues to be a central topic of algorithmic research, and a large number of ingenious techniques have been proposed in the literature.
Our contribution is a new connection between the two tasks, showing that (with some reasonable restrictions), an arbitrary algorithm for heap maintenance encodes an algorithm for BST maintenance on a related (dual) sequence of inputs. This is the first general transformation between the two families of data structures. The connection allows us to transfer results (both algorithms and lower bounds) between the two settings.
On the algorithmic side, we obtain a new, simple and efficient heap data structure, which we call the smooth heap. We show the smooth heap to be the heap-equivalent of Greedy, the BST algorithm with the strongest proven and conjectured properties from the literature. We thus obtain, for the smooth heap, instance-specific guarantees that go beyond the logarithmic amortized guarantees Self-adjusting heaps. In 1984, Fredman and Tarjan introduced the Fibonacci heap [24] , a data structure that achieves the theoretically optimal amortized bounds of O (log n) for extract-min, and O (1) for all other heap operations. Fibonacci heaps are rather complicated to implement and simpler alternatives tend to outperform them in practice [44] . In the past three decades, a central goal of research in data structures has thus been to find a simpler heap implementation that would match the theoretical guarantees of Fibonacci heaps (see e.g. [4, 5, 8, 14, 17, 30, 31, 38, 59] ).
Arguably, this goal has not been fully achieved. In particular, Fibonacci heaps, as well as most of their proposed alternatives store auxiliary bookkeeping information, or perform operations outside the comparison/pointer model, or maintain a pointer structure that is not "forest-like" (not following, as Iacono and Özkan [37] put it, "the spirit of what we usually think of as a heap".) The following general question is still open. Question 1. Is there, by analogy to search trees, a simple, selfadjusting heap data structure with optimal amortized cost, possibly achieving instance-optimality?
The closest in simplicity and elegance to self-adjusting trees are pairing heaps, introduced by Fredman, Sedgewick, Sleator, and Tarjan [23] . Pairing heaps do not store auxiliary information besides the keys and the pointers of a single (multi-way) heap, are easy to implement and efficient in practice [44] . They implement all operations using the unit-cost link primitive (Figure 1 ). Pairing heaps perform extract-min, the only operation with a non-trivial implementation, in a two-pass re-structuring of the children of the root.
Fredman et al. showed that pairing heaps support all operations in logarithmic amortized time. They also conjectured that pairing heaps match the optimal bounds of Fibonacci heaps. This conjecture was disproved by Fredman [21] , who showed that in certain sequences, decrease-key may cost Ω(log log n). A similar lower bound was later shown by Iacono and Özkan [36, 37] . The Fredman-, and Iacono-Özkan lower bounds hold for broad classes of "pairing-heap-like" data structures that include all natural variants of pairing heaps, as well as some other heap data structures from the literature. The heap models defined in these works are "in the spirit" of self-adjusting trees; to the extent that these models capture the idea of a "self-adjusting heap", the answer to Question 1 has to be negative. We argue, however, that there exist natural self-adjusting heaps that fall outside these models, leaving Question 1 open.
For some concrete heaps, instance-specific upper bounds were studied by Iacono and Langerman [34] , Elmasry [16] , and Elmasry et al. [18] . On the other hand, a theory of instance-specific lower bounds (in a sense similar to BSTs) has not yet been proposed for heaps in any heap model.
Connecting BSTs and heaps. Self-adjusting BSTs and heaps serve different purposes, and the underlying trees they maintain have, in general, different characteristics. Yet, they are similar in their approach of performing local re-adjustments (using rotations, respectively links), seemingly ignoring global structure. The two families of data structures have been introduced and studied in the past decades by largely the same authors. The following technical connection between splay trees and the standard variant of pairing heaps has been observed by Fredman et al. [23] . If we view a heap as a binary tree (interpreting "leftmostchild" and "right-sibling" pointers as "left-child" and "right-child", see e.g. [41, § 2.3.2] ), the re-structuring of pairing heaps after an extract-min operation resembles the re-adjustment of splay trees during an access. Using this observation, Fredman et al. adapt the splay tree potential function [58] to show that pairing heap operations take logarithmic time. Despite the productive use of this connection, it seems rather specific to splay trees and pairing heaps. Given the intriguing similarity between self-adjusting data structures, the following question suggests itself. Question 2. Is there a fundamental, general correspondence between self-adjusting BST and self-adjusting heap data structures?
Our Results
We propose a general model of heaps, which we call the stable heap model. 3 This model allows us to approach both Question 1 and Question 2 in surprising ways. The model aims to capture selfadjusting heap algorithms, and is somewhat similar to the "pure heap" model of Iacono and Özkan [36, 37] .
The new element of our model is the stable link operation that replaces the link operation of existing heap models. Whereas the standard link operation makes the larger of the two linked items the leftmost child of the smaller, our stable link makes the larger item either the leftmost or the rightmost child of the smaller (see Figure 1 ). More precisely, if x and y are linked, where x is the left neighbor of y, then, a stable link operation makes x the leftmost child of y, or it makes y the rightmost child of x, respecting the (min-)heap order condition.
An intuitive a priori reason for stable links is that they "better preserve" the original left-to-right ordering of keys, which we expect to make algorithms that use stable links more amenable to instance-specific analysis. 4 A second justification is that the lower bounds known in existing heap models [21, 36, 37] crucially exploit that the links are not stable, raising the possibility that an algorithm that uses stable links may circumvent the existing lower bounds. The main motivation, however, is that with stable links, the heap model turns out to be deeply connected to the BST model.
General transformation. Our connection addresses Question 2 as follows. We show that within the stable heap model, every algorithm for heap re-structuring corresponds to some algorithm ℬ for BST re-arrangement. This is the first general connection between models of heaps and BSTs. The costs of the two algorithms in sortingmode may differ only by a constant factor, when executing "dual" sequences of operations. By sorting-mode execution we mean the following (see Figure 2 for illustration). Sorting-mode for a heap: A sequence of n keys (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is inserted into an initially empty heap, followed by n extract-min operations. For simplicity, assume that {x 1 , . . . , x n } = [n]. The execution can be interpreted as sorting the permutation (x 1 , . . . , x n ) via selection-sort, using a particular heap-based method for selecting the minimum. Sorting-mode for a BST: A sequence of n keys (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is inserted into an originally empty BST. Again, assume {x 1 , . . . , x n } = [n]. The execution can be interpreted as sorting (x 1 , . . . , x n ) via insertionsort, using a particular BST-based method for insertion. (The sorted keys can be read out in an O (n)-time traversal of the final tree.)
The connection between and ℬ is the following. The number of elementary operations performed by when sorting X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) equals (up to a constant factor) the number of elementary operations performed by ℬ when sorting the inverse permutation X ′ , i.e. the permutation X ′ = (y 1 , . . . , y n ), where y i = j iff x j = i. (See Figure 2 for an illustration.)
We say that the roles of time and key-space are switched between the two problems. The time of insertion, a.k.a. the index of a key in the heap input is mapped to the rank of a key in the BST input.
Similarly, the rank of a key in the heap input is mapped to the time of insertion in the BST input.
We remark that the described duality between heaps and trees is quite subtle. As we execute the heap algorithm, the individual rotations that make up the BST execution are revealed in an order that is neither the temporal, nor the spatial order; the order in which the BST execution is revealed depends on the internal structure of the input. An intermediate state of one structure, in our connection, corresponds to an abstract state of the other structure, where some decisions pertaining to future operations have been comitted to, others are still left undecided.
Smooth heaps. Perhaps the most interesting consequence of our connection is a new, simple heap algorithm that we call the smooth heap. We show it to be the heap-counterpart of Greedy, which is conjectured to be instance-optimal for BSTs. Interpreting the proven guarantees for Greedy, we obtain a logarithmic bound on the cost of extract-min in smooth heaps, as well as a number of instance-specific upper bounds, not previously known for any heap implementation (e.g. we show that smooth heaps adapt to locality of reference, and to pattern-avoidance in the input). Assuming the conjectured optimality of Greedy, smooth heaps are also optimal in sorting-mode among all stable heap algorithms. Key to our result is a new, non-deterministic interpretation of Greedy which may be of independent interest.
The intriguing aspect of this connection is that although Greedy is rather complicated to implement as an online BST algorithm, the smooth heap is not; it is comparable in simplicity to pairing heaps. There are several equivalent descriptions of the smooth heap. In one view, it appears, roughly speaking, as a pairing heap equipped with a "power-of-two-choices" type of heuristic. In another view, it appears as a structure built of nested treaps. The smooth heap is self-adjusting (no auxiliary information), and uses only the standard pointer structure. Furthermore, it bypasses the known lower bounds for pairing heaps, and hence it may be a plausible proposal for addressing Question 1.
We briefly describe the smooth heap data structure, viewing it in this section as a single multiary (min-)heap, i.e. the key of each node is greater than its parent. (Later a slightly different, forest-based implementation is developed.)
The only operation with a non-trivial implementation is extractmin. Here, after deleting the root, we are left with a list of nodes that need to be consolidated into a single tree, using link operations. We proceed by repeatedly finding a local maximum (i.e. an item that is larger than its neighboring siblings). We then link the local maximum with the larger of its two neighbors (or with its only neighbor, if it is the leftmost or the rightmost item in the list). This operation, in effect, removes the local maximum, "smoothing" the sequence of items; this gives the name of the data structure. Linking with the larger of the two neighbors can be seen as a locally greedy choice: as we are moving towards the sorted order, intuitively the smaller the rank-difference between linked items, the more progress we make.
A high-level description is given as Algorithm 1. More explicit descriptions are given in § 4. In Algorithm 1, the described comparison assumes missing nodes (i.e. null) to have key value −∞. Locating local maxima and performing the links can be done in a single left-to-right pass (similarly to the first pass of pairing heaps). The remaining top-level items after the first pass are in sorted order, they can therefore be collected in a second, right-toleft accumulation pass (again, similar to the second pass of pairing heaps, except that here, no more comparisons need to be made). The total number of comparisons is easily seen to be at most twice the number of link operations performed. See Figure 3 for an illustration. We remark that the link operations used in the smooth heap are all stable links.
Consequences of the transformation. Several standard heap algorithms can be transferred to the stable heap model, including all natural variants of pairing heaps. Through our duality between heap and tree algorithms, these new heap algorithms also yield new offline BST algorithms that have not been previously described.
In the other direction, we can transfer all instance-specific lower bounds [11, 65] from BSTs to heaps. For heaps, lower bounds have so far been studied in the worst-case setting [21, 36, 37] , and a theory of instance-specific lower bounds has not yet been proposed (in any heap model). As also observed by Pettie [54] "Despite the connection between splay trees and pairing heaps, there is no obvious analogue of dynamic optimality for priority queues. "
By our results, for every stable heap algorithm, there is a corresponding BST algorithm with the same asymptotic cost. This yields a theory analogous to dynamic optimality, for heaps (at least with the restrictions implied by the stable heap model).
Adaptive sorting. Our connection between self-adjusting BSTs and heaps can be interpreted as an equivalence between broad classes of selection-sort and insertion-sort algorithms on inverted input permutations. Sorting has been extensively studied, not just in the worst-case, but also in an instance-specific sense. (Sorting with some "pre-sortedness" in the input is often called "adaptive sorting"). As an entry point into the vast literature on adaptive sorting, we refer to [2, 19, 45, 46, [48] [49] [50] 52] , [42, § 5.3] , and references therein.
The proven instance-specific properties of Splay and Greedy-Future subsume many of the structural properties in the adaptive sorting literature. Until now, however, there has been no easy way to implement GreedyFuture as an insertion-sort algorithm. (As mentioned, the online Greedy algorithm is rather complicated.) By using smooth heaps, we obtain an easy-to-implement selectionsort algorithm 5 that inherits all the instance-specific properties of Greedy (on the inverse of the input permutation).
Figure 2:
Sorting-mode execution for heaps and BSTs. Input permutation P = (2, 6, 5, 3, 1, 7, 4) and its inverse P ′ = (5, 1, 4, 7, 3, 2, 6). Above left, P shown with values on y-axis, below left, P ′ shown with values on x-axis. Above: sequence of extract-mins in a heap, following insertion sequence P, using an unspecified stable heap algorithm. Below, insertion sequence P ′ in an initially empty BST, using the "move-to-root" restructuring (the inserted items are rotated to the root). Related work. A "dual" view of binary search trees and heaps brings to mind the Cartesian tree data structure [63] , also known as treap [57] . A treap is a binary tree built over pairs of values, respecting the in-order condition with respect to the first, and the heap-order condition with respect to the second entry. Assuming distinct priorities, the treap is easily seen to be unique.
The operation performed by smooth heaps on a list of items can, in fact, be seen as a linear-time "on-the-fly treapification", where the left-to-right indices of items play the role of key-values.
Such a description of the smooth heap is reminiscent of the Cartesian tree sorting algorithm of Levcopoulos and Petersson [45] . There too, a treap of the input permutation is built. Afterwards, a secondary heap structure (e.g. a binary heap or a Fibonacci-heap) is used to store the children of the root; in this secondary heap, the minimum is repeatedly deleted and its children inserted, resulting in a sorted deletion-order. Cartesian tree sorting was not proposed as a general-purpose data structure, but it could be turned into one, by implementing insert and other operations. (A natural way to insert is perhaps to add a new key into the auxiliary heap.)
Despite the apparent similarity, the behavior and performance of smooth heaps and Cartesian tree sorting are different (see [43] for details).
BST MODEL
We adopt a standard model of binary search trees (BSTs) from the literature (see e.g. [11, 12, 47, 65] ), which can be seen as a restricted pointer machine model. Each node of the BST is associated with a key, respecting the in-order condition (each item is larger than those in its left subtree and smaller than those in its right subtree). Dictionary operations are performed using a cursor that points, at the beginning of every operation, to the root of the tree. The elementary (unit-cost) operations allowed are moving the cursor to the parent, left-child, or right-child of the current node, and performing a rotation on the edge between the node at the cursor and its parent ( Figure 1 ).
In this paper we consider only search and insert operations; we further assume that all searches are successful. Throughout, we assume that all key-values are distinct. 6 Search and insert are implemented in the standard way. For search, it is required that the cursor visits, at some point during the operation, the node with the given key. For insert, the cursor must visit both the predecessor and the successor of the new key (or only one of them, in case the key is the new minimum or maximum). A node containing the new key is then attached as the right child of its predecessor, or as the left child of its successor (whichever slot is free). In addition, during both search and insert, a BST algorithm may perform arbitrary re-arrangement of the tree, using rotations at the cursor. The cost of a search or insert operation is the number of nodes that are visited by the cursor ("touched") during the operation. Observe that the touched nodes form a subtree containing the root. This cost model is easily seen to be equivalent up-to constant factors, with most other reasonable cost models [11, 47, 65] .
In this paper we only consider "offline" BST algorithms, i.e. we assume that the entire sequence of insert and search operations is known in advance. 7 We mainly consider two possible modes of operation: a search-only mode, in which, starting from some initial tree a sequence of n distinct searches are performed, and an insertonly mode, in which, starting from an empty tree, a sequence of n distinct keys are inserted. (We also call the insert-only mode the sorting-mode, as it can be seen as a particular implementation of insertion-sort; the n keys can be read out in sorted order by the in-order traversal of the resulting tree.)
As the operations are performed on distinct keys (in both searchonly and insert-only modes), we view a sequence of operations of length n as a permutation over [n]. The execution trace of a BST algorithm serving the sequence X , denoted (X ), is the set of touched keys for all operations. That is, ⟨i, j⟩ ∈ (X ), if algorithm touches node i when executing the j-th operation of X ("at time j"). The cost of the execution is | (X )|, i.e. the total number of nodes touched at all times. For every permutation X over [n], we denote the offline optimum in search-only mode and insert-only mode as OPT bst (X ) and OPT ibst (X ) respectively, where OPT bst (X ) = min {| (X )|} when X is treated as a sequence of search operations, and similarly OPT ibst (X ) = min {| (X )|} when X is treated as a sequence of insert operations.
Demaine et al. [11] introduced an elegant geometric view for the study of BST algorithms, which we use throughout the paper. We review some of their results, and slightly extend the model, to handle insertion-sequences.
Satisfied point sets. Let P ⊆ Z × Z be a finite set of points. For every point p ∈ P, we write p = p.x, p.y where p.x is the xcoordinate of p (the first coordinate) and p.y is the y-coordinate of p (the second coordinate). We denote P x ≤i = {p ∈ P | p.x ≤ i} and P y ≤i = {p ∈ P | p.y ≤ i}, and similarly, P x =i , P x <i , and so on. We call P x =i and P y=i the i-th column and the i-th row of P respectively. We say that P is a permutation
Given two points p, q ∈ P, we denote as □ pq ⊆ Z × Z the rectangle (possibly degenerate) whose opposite corners are p and q. We say that □ pq is a satisfied rectangle if □ pq contains another point r ∈ P \ {p, q} (where r can be at a corner or a border of □ pq ), or if p and q are aligned vertically or horizontally.
A point set P is satisfied if, for every pair of points p, q ∈ P, the rectangle □ pq is satisfied. The satisfied superset problem asks, given a set of points P, to find a satisfied set Q ⊇ P.
Let sat be some algorithm for solving the satisfied superset problem. Given a point set P, we denote by sat (P ) the output of sat for input P, i.e. a satisfied superset of P. The cost of sat on P is defined to be | sat (P )|. Let OPT sat (P ) be the size of the smallest satisfied superset of P.
The following definition is new.
In words, Q does not add a point below a point of P. 7 For online algorithms, operations are revealed one by one.
We also consider the variant of the satisfied superset problem where the goal is to find an insertion-compatible satisfied superset of the input. For every point set P, let OPT isat (P ) be the size of the smallest insertion-compatible satisfied superset of P. Clearly,
Given X , we also consider the inverse permutation X ′ . (The i-th element of X is x i iff the x i -th element of X ′ is i.) Treating P X as an n-by-n matrix, we can define the transpose (P X )
We also consider the reverse permutation X r .
. Throughout this paper, we usually use X to denote a sequence of numbers, and use P or Q to denote a point set.
Theorem 2.2 (Geometry of BSTs, search-only [11] ). Let X ∈ [n] n be an arbitrary permutation. A set Q ⊂ [n] 2 is a satisfied superset of P X iff there is an offline BST algorithm bst in search-only mode with some initial tree such that bst (X ) = Q.
The following theorem is new, and its proof closely follows the proof of 2.2 from [11] . Theorem 2.4 (Geometry of BSTs, insertion-compatible). Let X ∈ [n] n be an arbitrary permutation. A set Q ⊂ [n] 2 is an insertioncompatible satisfied superset of P X iff there is an offline BST algorithm bst in insert-only mode such that bst (X ) = Q.
Remark 2.5. By Theorems 2.2 and 2.4, given any BST algorithm in insert-only mode (a.k.a. sorting-mode), there is a BST algortihm ′ in search-only mode, such that | ′ (X )| ≤ | (X )| holds for all permutations X . That is, an upper bound for the insert-only mode is also an upper bound for the search-only mode. It is not known whether the reverse statement holds.
GreedyFuture and Greedy . Perhaps the most natural algorithm for the satisfied superset problem is Greedy , a straightforward geometric sweepline algorithm. Definition 2.6 (Greedy [11] ). Given a set P ⊆ [n] × [n], Greedy works in n steps as follows. Initially, Q = P. At the i-th step, if there is a point p ∈ P y=i and q ∈ Q y <i where □ pq is not satisfied, it adds a point r = q.x, i to Q (so now □ pq is satisfied). The output of Greedy is denoted Greedy (P ) = Q.
Observe that Greedy always produces an insertion-compatible satisfied superset. It is known [11] that Greedy is equivalent, in the sense of Theorem 2.2, to the offline BST algorithm GreedyFuture , i.e. for all permutations X it holds that GreedyFuture (X ) = Greedy (P X ). Similarly to Splay [58] , GreedyFuture is conjectured to be instance-optimal.
Conjecture 2.7 ([11, 47, 51] ). For all permutations X ∈ [n] n it holds that GreedyFuture (X ) = O (OPT bst (X )).
STABLE HEAP MODEL
In this section we introduce a family of heap data structures that include close variants of several of the previously proposed heaps.
The key feature of our model is the stable link operation that replaces the standard (unstable) link (Figure 1) . We call the new model the stable heap model.
Description of the Model
Structure. A heap in the stable heap model is organized as a forest of multiary min-heaps. 8 Every node has an associated key (we refer interchangeably to a node and its key), and every non-root key is larger than its parent. For simplicity, we assume keys to be distinct. Internally, a forest of multiary heaps is represented in the standard way by storing the children of every node as a linked list, see e.g. [41, § 2.3.2] . The collection of top-level roots in the forest is also stored in a linked list. We assume that all lists are doublylinked, providing the pointers next and prev between neighboring siblings, with the appropriate markers at the two ends of the list. We further assume that every node has a pointer to its leftmost and to its rightmost child, and that we have a global pointer to the leftmost and rightmost among the top-level roots. The presence of parent pointers is not assumed.
In practice, to make the heap more space-efficient, it is desirable to have only two pointers per node, instead of four, as described. To this effect, algorithms in the stable heap model can also be implemented using only one of prev or next. Furthermore, one of the pointers leftmost and rightmost can be simulated in constant time by making the lists circularly linked. The discussion of similar issues of implementation by Fredman et al. [23] for pairing heaps also applies to our model.
Stable link. The defining feature of the stable heap model is the stable link operation (1) . We denote by link(x ) the operation of linking x and its right sibling y = x .next with a stable link. If the key of x is smaller than the key of y, then y becomes the rightmost child of x. Otherwise, x becomes the leftmost child of y.
(Contrast this again with the standard, "unstable", link operation where the larger item always becomes the leftmost child of the smaller.) Clearly, all necessary pointer changes can be performed in constant time. With a careful implementation, the stable link has, in practice, similar cost as the standard link.
In the following we assume (without explicitly describing the low-level details) that the link operations correctly update all pointers to reflect the structure-change.
Operations. The heap operations makeheap, insert, decrease-key, and meld can be implemented in a straightforward way, identically to pairing heaps, apart from our use of stable links instead of standard links.
Makeheap creates a new, empty heap with the structure described above. Insert creates a singleton root with the new key, and appends it to the list of top-level roots of the heap. Melding two heaps concatenates their top-level root-lists. Decrease-key detaches the tree rooted at the node whose key is decreased and appends it to the top-level root list. 9 All four operations require constant number of pointer moves and pointer changes.
We now describe extract-min, the most complex operation. To find the minimum, the roots in the top-level list are consolidated into a single tree, through a sequence of stable links. In our model only neighboring siblings can be linked. Every link operation removes one root from the top-level list (the one with the larger key of the two linked). Thus, the number of links performed during extract-min is exactly one less than the initial size of the top-level list. After a single top-level root remains (the minimum), it is deleted, and its list of children becomes the new top-level list.
Algorithms in the stable heap model differ only in the order in which they link items during the extract-min operation. At the start of extract-min, a cursor is assumed to point to the leftmost node in the top-level list. Algorithms are allowed to move the cursor to the right or to the left, make comparisons on keys of visited nodes, and perform stable links at the cursor.
We call algorithms in the stable heap model stable heap algorithms, and we call the entire structure a stable heap data structure.
Cost model. We define the cost of operations to be the link-only cost, i.e. the number of stable link operations performed. Thus, the worst-case cost of operations other than extract-min is constant, whereas the cost of extract-min equals the number of top-level nodes before the operation.
It may seem unrealistic to ignore the cost of comparisons and pointer moves. We justify this choice as follows: (1) In all algorithms that we consider, the number of pointer moves and comparisons will in fact be proportional to the link-only cost, therefore, the use of link-only cost is accurate for these algorithms. (2) We can prove lower bounds even for the link-only cost, that is, our lower bounds hold even if pointer moves and comparisons are free. In particular, our lower bounds hold even if the outcomes of all comparisons are known in advance. 10 In the above description, we only link nodes at the top level. This is only for simplicity, and our lower bounds also apply to algorithms that can link siblings at any level of the heap.
Sorting-mode. In this paper we look at stable heap algorithms in sorting-mode (see § 1), and analyse the amortized cost of smooth heap operations in this mode only. That is, we assume that a makeheap operation is followed by n insert operations with distinct keys, and finally, by n extract-min operations. 11 Algorithms. We briefly mention four existing algorithms for heap re-structuring that can be adapted to our model, if stable links are used instead of the standard link operation. 9 The easiest choice is to append the node at one of the ends of the top-level list. An alternative implementation (more in the spirit of stable heaps) would be to "sift-up" the node with decreased key, placing it between its successor and predecessor in the top-level list, according to the insertion-times. 10 It may seem that knowing the sorted order of keys, a stable heap algorithm can arrange the nodes into a path with a linear number of links, contradicting the informationtheoretic lower bound for sorting. Observe however, that we are limited to linking neighboring siblings, which removes the contradiction. 11 While sorting-mode is somewhat restrictive, we remark that the complexity of classical pairing heap variants such as the front-to-back or multipass heuristics is not known, even in sorting-mode [13, 23] .
In a simple (folklore) heap, the roots are collected in a leftto-right accumulation round, repeatedly linking the (current) leftmost item with its right neighbor. It is easy to construct examples where the amortized cost of extract-min operations is linear, i.e. prohibitively large (e.g. 1, 2, 3, . . . for the stable variant and 1, 3, 5, . . . , 6, 4, 2 for the unstable variant).
The standard pairing heap works in two passes: a left-to-right pairing round in which neighboring items are linked in pairs and a subsequent right-to-left accumulation round. The amortized cost of operations is O (log n) [23] . In the "front-to-back" variant of pairing heaps the second round is performed left-to-right, rather than right-to-left. In the "multipass" variant of pairing heaps pairing rounds (identical to the first round of the standard and front-to-back variants) are repeatedly executed, until a single root remains. The current upper bounds for the last two approaches are not known to be tight. We refer to [23, 43] for more details.
Stable Heaps in Sorting-mode
Let X ∈ [n] n be a permutation sequence. We consider the execution trace of a stable heap algorithm for n extract-min operations, after inserting the keys in [n] in the order given by X into an initially empty heap (i.e. in sorting-mode).
For a stable heap algorithm , we denote the set of links performed during the sorting-mode execution of on X as (X ), i.e. (a, b) ∈ (X ) if, at some point during the execution of on X , the nodes with keys a and b are linked. Observe that a pair of nodes can be linked only once during the execution (once a node is in the subtree of the other, it stays there). Thus, the cost of the execution is | (X )|. We denote by OPT stable (X ) the minimum cost of a stable heap algorithm when serving X in sorting-mode.
In the following we describe the combinatorial star-path problem as an intermediate step towards proving the formal connection between the stable heap model and the BST model ( § 5).
Recall that a point set P ⊆ [n] × [n] is a permutation if |P x =i | = |P y=i | = 1 for each i. In this case, we denote as p y=i the unique point in P y=i , and similarly for p x =i . Let P 0 denote the set {⟨0, 0⟩} ∪ P, i.e. the set P augmented with the origin.
We consider trees with nodeset P 0 . We call such a tree a monotone tree, if ⟨0, 0⟩ is the root, and for every edge (u, v) of the tree, u.y < v.y iff u is closer to the root (in graph-theoretical sense) than v.
Two particular monotone trees are important: star (P ) is the tree in which every point in P is the child of ⟨0, 0⟩, and path(P ) is the path (⟨0, 0⟩ , p y=1 , p y=2 , . . . , p y=n ). See Figure 4 for illustration. We define a link operation in monotone trees as follows. Let a and b be two neighboring siblings in the tree (by x-coordinate), and let u be their parent. Suppose a.y > b.y. Then link(a, b) deletes the edge (u, a) and adds the edge (b, a) (i.e. changes the parent of a from u to b). Otherwise, if a.y < b.y, we delete (u, b) and add (a, b). (See Figure 5.) A link can be performed on any monotone tree that has a node with at least two children, e.g. star (P ). Starting from star (P ), after at most O (n 2 ) links we reach path(P ), and no more links are possible.
(To see this, we can argue that the total length of the y-components of edges decreases with every link.) For a point set P, we denote by ℬ(P ) the set of links performed during the execution of an algorithm ℬ for the star-path problem with input P, i.e. (a, b) ∈ ℬ(P ), if at some point, ℬ links a and b (again, observe that this can happen at most once). We show that stable heap executions for a permutation sequence X and star-path executions for point set P X ′ (from star (P X ′ ) to path(P X ′ )) are, in a precise sense, equivalent. Theorem 3.2. Let X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be an arbitrary permutation of [n], and let ⊂ [n] 2 . Then there is a stable heap algorithm , such that (X ) = , iff there is an algorithm ℬ for the star-path problem, such that ℬ(P X ′ ) = .
Proof. Let be an arbitrary stable heap algorithm executed in sorting mode for X . After inserting X , the top-level roots are x 1 , . . . , x n (in this order). We assume these roots to be the children of a virtual root with key 0. Thus, at this stage, the heap structure is exactly star (P X ′ ), i.e. the i-th child of the root is ⟨i, x i ⟩. Furthermore, we assume that after each extract-min, the old root is "kept around", considering the children of the old root the new top level roots. Thus, after n extract-min operations, the structure of the heap is exactly path(P X ′ ), i.e. the sorted path of X , with a dummy root in front. These adjustments to are only for convenience, and do not affect its behavior.
To show the equivalence between the two executions, we identify a node with key x i in the heap with the point ⟨i, x i ⟩ in the star-path problem, and we describe a bijection between link operations in the two executions. We maintain the following two invariants:
(Invariant 1): The current heap state is the same as the current monotone tree in the star-path execution (with the virtual roots added in both cases). The keys in the heap view correspond to the y-coordinates in the star-path view, and the left-to-right ordering of siblings in the heap view corresponds to the left-to-right ordering by x-coordinates in the star-path view.
(Invariant 2): For every node q in the monotone tree, we have parent (q).prev.x < q.x < parent (q).next.x. Here, prev and next denote the left and right neighboring siblings of a node (by xcoordinate) in the monotone tree. For convenience we assume that if q has no left neighbor, then q.prev.x = −∞, and if q has no right neighbor, then q.next.x = +∞.
Initially, in the case of a star, both invariants clearly hold. We need to show that linking maintains these invariants.
Consider a link between a and b with parent u, where a is to the left of b. Assume a.y > b.y, as in Figure 5 . After the link, a becomes the child of b.
In the heap, by Invariant (1), the corresponding items x a and x b are neighboring siblings (a < b), and x a > x b . Therefore, linking x a and x b is a valid operation and x a becomes the leftmost child of x b . (Conversely, if x a and x b are neighboring siblings in the heap, then linking a and b is a valid star-path link.)
We need to show that a becomes the leftmost child of b, and thus, the ordering of siblings is by x-coordinate. By Invariant (2), before the link operation for all children c of b we have c.x > parent (c).prev.x = a.x. Thus, Invariant (1) is maintained.
We need to show that Invariant (2) is not violated. This could only happen if, after the link operation, a.x were smaller than b.prev.x. But this is impossible, since the left neighbor of b is the earlier left neighbor of a. The case a.y < b.y is symmetric, and omitted.
We stress that in the star-path problem only the set of edges changes during the execution, the locations of points remain the same. In order to maintain this simple geometric model, the use of stable links is essential. (The classical link operation would move entire subtrees from one place to another.) In the remainder of the paper we view stable heap executions mostly in the "geometric view" of the star-path problem.
THE SMOOTH HEAP
In this section we describe the smooth heap, our new heap data structure. The smooth heap conforms to the stable heap model described in § 3 and is based on a forest-of-heaps representation. The implementations of makeheap, insert, decrease-key and meld are those from the description of stable heap algorithms in § 3.
The crucial operation is the restructuring of the top-level list of nodes during extract-min. We give three equivalent descriptions of this operation; a non-deterministic description (Algorithm 1), a treap-based description (Algorithm 2), and a two-pass description (Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 2: Smooth heap (treap view)
Input: Input: top-level list of roots X = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) Transform X into a treap with keys (1, 2, . . . , k ) and priorities (x 1 , . . . , x k ).
Non-deterministic view. In the top-level list X of items, we repeatedly find an arbitrary local maximum x. A local maximum is an item x that is larger than both its neighboring siblings, or, in case x is the leftmost or rightmost item, larger than its only neighbor.
Recall that the operation link(y) performs a stable link between y and its right neighbor y.next.
We link x with the larger of its two neighboring siblings (or its only sibling, in case it is the leftmost or rightmost item). If x had two neighbors, we also refer to this step as a two-choice event. As x becomes the child of one of its neighbors, it drops out of X , reducing the size of X by one. As long as X has at least two elements, there is a suitable next choice of x (for instance, the global maximum of X ). When X becomes a singleton, we are done; as this item is the minimum, it can be deleted. The non-deterministic view is useful in analysing smooth heaps, because of its resemblance to our non-deterministic view of Greedy ( § 6).
Two-pass view. This description differs from the nondeterministic description only in the choice of the local maximum x: we always choose the leftmost such item. Observe that if the only remaining local maximum is the rightmost item, then the items in the list are sorted. In this case, the remaining items can be linked in a single right-to-left pass, which we can execute without further comparisons. It is thus convenient to view the execution in two passes that resemble the description of pairing heaps: a left-to-right smoothing pass followed by a right-to-left accumulation pass. The two-pass view of smooth heaps is perhaps the most convenient to implement. A more explicit implementation is given in Algorithm 4.
Treap view. We associate each item x i in X with a pair of values (i, x i ), and we transform the list into a treap over the pairs (using an arbitrary method for treap-building). Recall that a treap is a binary tree with a pair of values in every node, respecting the in-order (i.e. search tree order) according to the first entry, and the min-heap order according to the second entry of every pair. As mentioned, such a tree is unique. (The item with the unique minimum priority is the root, and the items with smaller, resp. larger key values form its recursively-built left and right subtrees). We use the treap view in order to connect the non-deterministic and two-pass views of the smooth heap.
A remark is in order: as a treap is a binary tree, each node may have a left and a right child. For every node in X , its left child in the treap will become its leftmost child in the underlying tree, and its right child in the treap will become its rightmost child. In other words, the existing children of x i end up between the two new children possibly gained during the treap-building.
Theorem 4.1. The non-deterministic, two-pass, and treap-based descriptions of smooth heaps describe the same transformation.
We show that the non-deterministic algorithm constructs a treap regardless of the order in which local maxima are chosen, and thus the non-deterministic and treap-based descriptions are equivalent. As the two-pass description is just a particular way of choosing the local maxima, it follows that it also produces a treap, and since the treap is unique, all three views are equivalent.
To this end, let T be the tree built from X through repeatedly linking local maxima of X with their larger neighbor, until a single item remains (according to Algorithm 1). The following three properties of T together imply that T is a treap (we omit the proof in this version of the paper).
(1) T is a heap according to the key-values x i , (2) T is a binary tree, (3) T is a search tree, according to the indices i.
Although there are several linear-time algorithms known for constructing a treap from an array, e.g. [25] , we are not aware of a previous mention in the literature of the particular method implicit in the description of the smooth heap. Due to its simplicity, we find it interesting in its own right.
Remark: As mentioned, the smooth heap is implemented using stable links. In the non-deterministic and two-pass descriptions it is in fact also possible to use the classical, unstable link. In this case, however, the three descriptions are no longer equivalent. It is an interesting open question how efficient the resulting unstable two-pass algorithm is.
It is instructive to compare smooth heaps and pairing heaps. Besides the implementation of the link operation (stable or unstable) there are several differences between the two algorithms.
In pairing heaps, as in Fredman's model of generalized pairing heaps, comparisons only occur within a link operation, i.e. a comparison is always followed by the corresponding link. By contrast, in smooth heaps, comparisons are decoupled from links, and are also used to decide which pair of nodes to link. In fact, comparisons are used only for this purpose: it can be observed in the description of Algorithms 3 and 4 that at the time of linking, it is always already known, which of the two linked items is greater.
Recall that in our model, the cost of the algorithm is its "link cost", i.e. the number of link operations performed. It can be observed in Algorithm 4 that the number of other elementary operations is proportional to the link cost. In particular, every comparison is followed by moving the cursor to the right, or by a link at the cursor. It follows that the number of comparisons is at most twice the number of links. (The number of items to the right of the cursor plus the total number of items decreases after every comparison.)
The distinctive feature of smooth heaps is their power-of-twochoices linking, whereby an item x is linked with the larger of its two neighbors (both of which are smaller than x). In other words, of the two possible edges we could create, we choose the one with smaller rank-difference. Intuitively, with this choice, we expect to move closer to the totally ordered state (i.e. a path in which the rank-difference along every edge is one). Depending on the subtrees of the nodes, this choice may, of course, not be globally optimal [43] . On the other hand, as shown in § 5, there is reason to be believe that the smooth heap is not far from being optimal; a large gap from the optimum would disprove the conjectured optimality of Greedy.
Finally, we remark that smooth heaps (in the two-pass view) can also be implemented with only two pointers per node add the cost of some loss in simplicity. We refer to [43] for details. 
CONNECTION AND CONSEQUENCES
In this section we present the main connections between stable heap algorithms and BST algorithms and we discuss the consequences of these connections. We show that the cost of smooth heaps in sorting-mode, once the role of key-space and time are swapped, matches the cost of Greedy-Future , conjectured to be instance-optimal in the BST model. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 and the amortized analysis of GreedyFuture [20] , we obtain. For the amortized cost of GreedyFuture several stronger, instance-specific bounds are known. We describe two from the literature.
The weighted dynamic finger W DF (X ) of an input sequence X is a quantity that describes its locality of reference. It was introduced in [35] , and it subsumes the earlier dynamic finger bound [9, 10, 58] , as well as other bounds (see e.g. [7] ). For the exact definition of W DF (·) we refer to [35] .
A permutation X ∈ [n] n avoids a permutation π ∈ [k] k if there is no subsequence of X (not necessarily contiguous) that is orderisomorphic to π . (We refer the reader to [29, 39, 40, 53, 56, 61] for more information on this extensively studied property.) As a simple observation, we mention that if X avoids π then X ′ avoids π ′ .
The following results are known. Theorem 5.3 ( [6, 35] , ). For every permutation X ∈ [n] n :
• |Greedy (X )| = O (W DF (X )).
• If X avoids some permutation π ∈ [k] k , then |Greedy (X )| = n · 2 α (n) O (k ) , where α (·) is the slowly growing inverse Ackermann function.
We immediately obtain the following. For every permutation X ∈ [n] n :
More generally, we show that there is a general transformation from an arbitrary stable heap algorithm to an offline BST algorithm.
Theorem 5.5 (General transformation). For every stable heap algorithm stable there is an offline BST algorithm bst , such that for every permutation X , the costs of stable and bst for sorting X are asymptotically the same, i.e. | bst ((X ′ ) r )| = Θ(| stable (X )|), and in particular, OPT ibst ((X ′ ) r ) = O (OPT stable (X )).
Observe that the permutation input of bst is inverted and reversed. From Remark 2.5, we note again that bounding from above the running time of a BST algorithm in sorting mode is stronger than bounding it in search-only mode.
For search-only mode, we can obtain infinitely many offline BST algorithms from a single stable heap algorithm, all of which have at most a constant factor larger cost. (Here, infinitely many is understood as n tends to infinity, i.e. the number of BST algorithms generated depends on the input size n.) In particular, we obtain multiple (non-trivial) offline BST executions that are O (1)-competitive with GreedyFuture .
The proofs of these results are presented in § 6. Below we discuss some of their further consequences.
Consequences of the Optimality of GreedyFuture
GreedyFuture is widely conjectured to be instance-optimal [11, 47, 51] . In case the conjecture is true, we obtain the following two statements. First, our smooth heap algorithm is an instance-optimal stable heap algorithm (at least) for sorting. Second, the optimal costs of (1) selection-sort with stable heaps (OPT stable ), (2) insertionsort with BSTs (OPT ibst ), and (3) searching with BSTs (OPT bst ) are the same within some constant factor. Moreover, each of these quantities are invariant under applying inversion and/or reversion to the input. Without the assumption, we only know that, for every permutation X , OPT ibst (X ) ≥ OPT bst (X ) holds, and OPT stable (X ) ≥ Ω(OPT ibst ((X ′ ) r )) by Theorem 5.5. It is not clear how to prove the inequalities in the other direction, or how to compare OPT stable (X ) and OPT ibst (X ).
Corollary 5.6. Assuming Conjecture 2.7, for every permutation X , (i) Smooth (X ) = Θ(OPT stable (X )), (ii) OPT stable (X ) = Θ(OPT ibst (X )) = Θ(OPT bst (X ), and for each model ∈ {stable, ibst, bst},
OPT model (X ) = Θ(OPT model (X ′ )) = Θ(OPT model (X r )).
Dynamic Optimality for Stable Heaps
The theory of instance-specific lower bounds for BSTs is much richer than the corresponding theory for heaps. There are several concrete lower bounds known for OPT bst , Wilber's first bound (a.k.a. the "interleave bound"), Wilber's second bound (a.k.a. the "funnel bound") [65] and the maximum independent rectangle (MIR) bound [11] . (See also [33] for the precise definitions of these quantities.) It is typically easier to reason about these lower bounds than to analyse OPT bst directly. Currently, all BST algorithms shown to be o(log n)-competitive (i.e. Tango [12] , Multi-splay [64] and Chain-splay [26] ) have been shown to be competitive with Wilber's first bound. Some connections between these bounds are known.
In [11] it is shown that both Wilber's bounds are subsumed by the MIR bound, which is computable by a sweepline algorithm (intriguingly) similar to Greedy . Harmon [32] also shows that the MIR bound is captured (up to a constant factor) by the optimal cost of a network-design problem called small Manhattan networks [27] . 12 For heaps, lower bounds have so far been studied in the worstcase setting [21, 36, 37] , and a theory of instance-specific lower bounds has not yet been proposed (in any heap model).
Our results connect the two models, and yield an analogous theory for heaps (at least with the restrictions implied by the stable heap model). By Theorem 5.5, for every stable heap algorithm, there is a corresponding BST algorithm with the same asymptotic cost. By this result, all known instance-specific lower bounds are immediately transferred from BSTs to stable heaps.
Corollary 5.7. Let W 1 (X ), W 2 (X ), MIR(X ) be Wilber's two bounds [65] , and the maximum independent rectangle (MIR) bound [11] for an arbitrary permutation X . Then we have
PROOFS
We present the main ideas of the proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.5 from § 5, deferring some details to [43] . We start by describing a nondeterministic algorithm for the satisfied superset problem whose output is exactly the same as the output of Greedy , described in § 2. We call this algorithm "non-deterministic Greedy " and denote it Greedy nondet . This alternative description of Greedy can be of independent interest; we use it to show a connection between the smooth heap and Greedy . We first define the ADD gadget. x.
In words, □ G is □ e f with the borders removed. Then, □ G ∩ P = ∅. We call □ G the rectangle inside the gadget G. (Figure 6 ) By filling the gadget G we mean the action of adding the point f = b.x, a.y into a point set P when there is a gadget G = (a, b, c, d, e) in P. We observe that Greedy always fills an ADD gadget. The above lemma suggest the definition of Greedy nondet , which we argue to be equivalent with Greedy . 
Reduction to Geometric Setting
We state some results about the connection between the two geometric problems (the star-path problem and the satisfied superset problem). Then, we prove that they imply the main results from § 5.
To prove Theorem 5.1, let Smooth path be an algorithm for the star-path problem obtained from the smooth heap algorithm using 3.2. We have the following key lemma: Lemma 6.6. |Greedy (P )| = Θ(|Smooth path (P )|) for every permutation point set P.
To prove Theorem 5.5, we show the analogous statement: Lemma 6.7. For every algorithm path for the star-path problem, there is an algorithm sat for the satisfied superset problem, such that | sat (P )| = Θ(| path (P )|) for every permutation P. Moreover, ( sat (P )) r , i.e. the reverse of the output of sat , is an insertioncompatible superset of P r .
Assuming the two lemmas above, we can prove 5.1 and 5.5.
Proof. Let f ≈ д denote f = Θ(д). Fix a permutation X on [n]. (Lemma 6.6 implies Theorem 5.1):
by 3.2 (Lemma 6.7 implies Theorem 5.5): Given a stable heap algorithm stable from Theorem 5.5, there is path where stable (X ) = path (P X ′ ) by Theorem 3.2. Plugging path into Lemma 6.7, there is an algorithm sat for the satisfied superset problem, where | sat (P X ′ )| = Θ(| path (P X ′ )|), with ( sat (P X ′ )) r being an insertion-compatible satisfied superset of (P X ′ ) r . By treating (P X ′ ) r as the input, there is an algorithm ′ sat such that ′ sat ((P X ′ ) r ) = sat (P X ′ ) and ′ sat ((P X ′ ) r ) is insertion-compatible for its input (P X ′ ) r . As (P X ′ ) r = P (X ′ ) r , there is an offline BST algorithm bst in insert-only mode (sorting mode) such that bst ((X ′ ) r ) = ′ sat (P (X ′ ) r ), by Theorem 2.4. To summarize, we have:
= | sat (P X ′ )| ≈ | path (P X ′ )| by 6.7 = | stable (X )|. by 3.2
It remains to prove Lemma 6.6 and Lemma 6.7. We use a similar approach, but with different key ingredients in the proof.
The Common Framework
From now on, we fix an algorithm path for the star-path problem and a permutation P. We describe two different ways of producing a satisfied superset Q of P such that |Q | = Θ(| path (P )|). The first method works for arbitrary path . We show that Q is insertioncompatible for P r which yields Lemma 6.7. The second method works only for path = Smooth path . In this case we show that Q = Greedy (P ) which yields Lemma 6.6.
In this subsection, we describe a common framework for constructing a satisfied set Q.
Let P 0 = P ∪{⟨0, 0⟩}. Recall the definitions of star (P ) and path(P ) near 3.1 (they are two particular monotone trees whose nodes are P 0 ). Initially, we set Q = Q init where the definition of Q init differs in the two cases. For each link that path performs to transform star (P ) to path(P ), we add a constant number of points to Q while maintaining certain invariants. Once the execution of path is finished (producing path(P )), the invariant will imply that Q is satisfied. To state the invariants precisely, we need some definitions.
Let T be the current tree of path . For convenience, we write the set of nodes of T as P 0 def = {u 0 , . . . , u n } where u 0 = ⟨0, 0⟩ and u i is as the interval of u and we write I (u) def = (I (u). min, I (u). max). We call I the interval function. The precise definition of I , which is a key element of the proofs, will be given later.
We have the following invariants.
• Invariant 1 (Intervals respect tree-structure): The set of intervals I (u) for all nodes u ∈ T forms a laminar family whose structure is exactly T . That is, let u be an arbitrary node in T with children v 1 , . . . , v k . Then I (v j ) ⊆ I (u) for all j, and I (v j ) ∩ I (v j ′ ) = ∅ for all j j ′ . • Invariant 2 (Tree-structure respects satisfiability): If u is an ancestor of v in T , then for every p ∈ Q u and q ∈ Q v the rectangle □ pq is satisfied. We make a crucial observation. Proposition 6.8. At the end, when T = path(P ), if the invariants hold, then Q is a satisfied set.
Proof. Let p and q be two arbitrary points in Q. W.l.o.g. p ∈ Q u i and q ∈ Q u j where i ≤ j. As T = path(P ), u i is an ancestor of u j . By Invariant (2), □ pq is satisfied.
The General Transformation
Let base = {⟨i, 0⟩ | i ∈ [n]}. We define Q init def = P ∪ base, and define the interval function as follows. For each node u i ,
In words, I (u i ) is the open interval between the leftmost and rightmost "touched" positions in the i-th row. With this definition of Q init and I , we observe that the invariants hold initially. Next, we specify how to add points to Q for each link performed by path and show that the invariants are maintained. Lemma 6.9. Let T be the current tree and Q be the current point set. Suppose that the invariants hold for T and Q. Let T ′ be obtained from T by a stable link operation. We can add one or two new points to Q and obtain Q ′ such that the invariants hold for T ′ and Q ′ .
We conclude with the proof of Lemma 6.7.
Proof of Lemma 6.7. Given path and P, we let sat be simply the algorithm that returns Q as described above. By Lemma 6.9, for each link of path , one or two new points are added to Q. So |Q | = Θ(| path (P )|). By Lemma 6.8 and the fact that Q ⊇ (P ∪ base), Q is a satisfied superset of P. Lastly, it is easy to see from Figure 7 (left) that all points added to Q are "below" P, i.e. for every q ∈ Q x =i we have q.y ≤ (p x =i ).y, where p x =i is the unique in the i-th column of P. (To see this, consider for contradiction the first time a point would be added above a point of P.) In other words, Q is an insertioncompatible superset of P r .
The proof of Lemma 6.6 is deferred to the full version of the paper [43] .
